Introduction
This paper reports a capital budgeting experiment that was inspired by two distinct characteristics of capital budgeting processes in practice. First, the budgeting process in firms has long been recognized as susceptible to informational asymmetries exploited by division managers having preferences for building slack into their budgets (Merchant 1985) . This means that managers may use their informational advantage for strategic communication in a participative capital budgeting setting. As a result, budgeting processes may include hurdle rates that exceed a firm's cost of capital and thus may be characterized by capital rationing (Poterba and Summers 1995) . Second, capital budgeting practice is usually characterized by partial delegation: Headquarters neither centralize nor delegate all investment decisions, but usually delegate some decisions to division managers (Harris and Raviv 1996 , with further references). Prominent criteria for delegation are the size of a project or its strategic importance. This is the first paper to reflect both observationscapital rationing and partial delegation -in an experimental capital budgeting setting. The focus of the paper is on the interaction between the organizational design of the budgeting process (centralization versus delegation) and headquarters' ability to commit to a budget that rations capital (binding budget versus non-binding budget). In particular, we analyze whether the ability of headquarters to commit to a budgetary announcement moderates the effects of delegation in a capital budgeting setting with asymmetric information and a division manager's preference for slack. Our experiment provides a direct test of the effects of delegation and of (the loss of) commitment to budgets on the behavior of the involved parties and thus allows us to study cause-effectrelations in budgeting processes under controlled conditions (Sprinkle and Williamson 2007) . Whether delegation is a useful organizational design alternative is a question of long-standing interest (see, e.g., Holmström 1984, Jensen and Meckling 1992) . When a division manager possesses decisionrelevant information, centralization will be characterized by the manager's cost report to headquarters and a signal-contingent decision by headquarters, whereas under delegation, the division manager is given authority to make a decision (subject to re-strictions set by headquarters). The central idea of the paper combines two arguments: first, we suggest that even if centralization and delegation are equivalent under standard theoretical assumptions, delegation might be behaviorally relevant. Second, we claim that the direction of the behavioral effects of delegation depends on headquarters' ability to commit to her budget announcement. We distinguish between objective and subjective commitment. Objective commitment is generated by irreversible moves made by one or both players such as giving up options, whereas subjective commitment results from motives inside a person and cannot be enforced exogenously. We argue that, in a situation where headquarters cannot objectively commit to a specific (centralized or decentralized) mechanism, delegation can serve as a substitute for commitment. As Holmström (1984: 32) 
stated: "It appears that delegating authority to an agent, as opposed to asking the agent for information and promising to act on the information in a particular way, is a more convincing form of precommitment (though they are formally equivalent)."
In particular, under centralization, a budget announcement by headquarters establishes subjective commitment, whereas a budget under delegation establishes both objective and subjective commitment. We argue that this difference results in headquarters being more strongly committed to a budget under delegation. In contrast, in a setting where headquarters is committed to a binding budget, the design choice between centralization and delegation might be behaviorally relevant due to the manager's preferences for honesty. In particular, budgets may contain less slack under centralization than under delegation as the manager's cost reports to headquarters in the former setting make honesty preferences more relevant than in the latter case in which there is no report from the division manager to headquarters at all. Our paper is related to two streams of research. The first stream builds upon the seminal papers by Harris, Kriebel, and Raviv (1982) and Antle and Eppen (1985) and analyzes capital budgeting processes with privately held information by managers in order to "reconcile investment theory with actual practice" Raviv 1996: 1159) . Analytical papers in this stream (see Antle and Fellingham 1997 , Covaleski, Evans, Luft, and Shields 2003 , and Rajan and Reichelstein 2004 for surveys) do not address centralization-versus-delegation issues, as the Revelation Principle implies that centralization weakly dominates delegation (Melumad and Reichelstein 1987) . Exceptions are studies that reconstruct a revelation game by setting up a budgeting process in which decision-making authority is delegated to the division manager (e.g., Harris and Raviv 1998 , Baldenius 2003 , Mookherjee 2006 ). Our experiment is based upon these studies in that delegation is equivalent to centralization under standard assumptions (full rationality and individual self-interest). Based upon the standard theoretical equivalence result, our paper is the first to analyze the behavioral relevance of delegation. To the best of our knowledge, the only paper that incorporates behavioral aspects of decision making (honesty preferences) in an analytical capital budgeting model is Mittendorf (2006) . The second stream of research comprises prior experimental studies of headquarters' and division managers' behavior in an Antle and Eppen framework or a related setting. This literature is relevant for our study as it analyzes behavioral aspects of capital budgeting processes. It departs from Evans, Hannan, Krishnan, and Moser (2001) who focused on the manager's trade-off between being honest and maximizing income. In a setting in which headquarters has no possibility to control the manager's cost report, they provided evidence that managers' reports are affected by their preference for honesty. However, the experimental design makes it difficult to clearly distinguish between honesty preferences and preferences for income distributions. Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2008) refined the test for honesty preferences in settings with and without superior decision authority. We will discuss their results in section 2.3. Hannan, Rankin, and Towry (2006) demonstrated that division managers are not only concerned with being honest but also with appearing honest. Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2003) analyzed binding and non-binding budget announcements and provided evidence that commitment is valuable but that non-binding announcements also have economic value to headquarters relative to a setting without announcements. While Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2003) focused on budget announcements as cheap talk, they did not consider organizational issues of the budgeting process and did not analyze whether and how the degree of commitment interacts with the organizational design.
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Our principal findings are: There is overall evidence for our conjecture that commitment moderates the effects of delegation in capital budgeting as there is an interaction effect of delegation and (the loss of) commitment to budgets. That means, delegation indeed possesses behavioral relevance in the setting we study. The effects of delegation are particularly strong when headquarters cannot commit to the budget. Here, slack and the subordinate payoff are lower and headquarters' payoff (the net return to the firm) is higher under delegation than under centralization. These effects are both economically and statistically significant. Our results support the view that delegation represents an (incomplete) substitute for commitment in a situation where contractual or reputational commitment is not possible, and that this commitment is anticipated by managers. When headquarters can commit to the budget, the descriptive data are consistent with the conjecture that honesty preferences negatively affect capital budgeting under delegation but the effects are not significant. Thus, our results give only limited support for honesty preferences to have a major influence on the outcomes of the budgeting process. We conclude that centralization versus delegation is a relevant organizational design issue as it affects capital budgeting processes in different ways contingent on the degree of budgetary commitment. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we develop our hypotheses. Section 3 explains the experimental method. Section 4 contains our results, and section 5 concludes.
Hypothesis development

Setting
The experimental design builds upon the setting of Antle and Eppen (1985) . It models a single-period bilateral relationship between headquarters (HQ) and a division manager (the DM). All treatments have a common structure: HQ delegates the realization of an investment project to the DM. The revenue of the project is certain, whereas the project costs are uncertain. For simplicity, the maximum cost does not exceed the revenue. The distribution of costs is common knowledge but only the subordinate learns the actual costs at the beginning of a given round. HQ only has the possibility to acquire a costly imperfect signal about the actual costs after having received the cost report from the DM. If the project is realized, the DM's payoff is equal to slack, which is the difference between the budget allocated to him and the project cost, and HQ receives the residual, which is the revenue less the allocated budget. If, in contrast, the project is not realized, the DM and HQ both receive a payoff of zero. Under centralization, at the beginning of the budgeting process, HQ makes a budgetary announcement specifying the spending limit for the DM, i.e., the maximum costs that will be funded. The announcement may be binding or non-binding. Then the DM learns the actual cost and makes a cost report to HQ. Under a binding budget, HQ is committed to denying funding whenever the cost report exceeds the limit. If the cost report does not exceed the limit, the project is realized and the DM receives a budget equal to his cost report. Under a nonbinding budget, HQ receives the cost report and subsequently decides about project realization without being committed to her announcement. Again, if the project is realized, the DM receives a budget equal to his cost report. Under delegation, HQ first allocates a budget to the DM. The corresponding transfer of decision-making authority is conditional upon whether the actual costs exceed the budget or not: When actual costs are below the budget, the DM can decide whether to accept or reject project realization. If he realizes the project, he also decides about his expenditure. In contrast, when the actual costs exceed the budget, funding is automatically denied under a binding budget but if the budget is non-binding, the DM can either reject the project or request a budget increase. Requesting a budget increase returns decision authority to HQ. If HQ accepts the request, the requested budget is allocated to the DM.
Equivalence Hypotheses
We first develop hypotheses from the standard assumptions of full rationality and pure financial selfinterest. Under these assumptions, centralization and delegation are equivalent. With binding budgets, the DM always reports costs equal to the budgetary announcement under centralization, whereas, under delegation, the DM expends the full budget allocated to him and never returns resources to HQ. With non-binding budgets, the DM's optimal strategy under centralization is to report costs equal to the revenue minus epsilon, and HQ will always accept. The solution is replicated under delegation:
1 Although HQ delegates decision-making authority to the DM by allocating a budget to him, the DM will always return the decision to HQ and request a budget increase up to the revenue minus epsilon, and HQ will accept. The equivalence of centralization and delegation carries over to general assumptions about financial preferences incorporating altruism, inequity aversion or distributional fairness (e.g., Fehr and Schmidt 2006) . The reason is that the treatment variable has no direct effect on monetary outcomes. We state the equivalence of centralization and delegation under non-binding and binding budgets separately, as we will formulate an alternative hypothesis for each in the following section.
H1a:
For non-binding budgets, centralization and delegation are equivalent with respect to cost reports, expenditures or budget requests, respectively, and with respect to HQ's and the DM's payoffs.
H2a:
For binding budgets, centralization and delegation are equivalent with respect to cost reports, expenditures or budget requests, respectively, and with respect to HQ's and the DM's payoffs.
Behavioral Hypotheses
Our study focuses on two motives outside the scope of financial preferences: honesty preferences and subjective commitment. We will explain their influence in the following, starting with subjective commitment by discussing the role of delegation for the non-binding budgets case.
Non-binding budgets and subjective commitment
In contrast to the standard theoretical predictions, prior experimental evidence (e.g., Croson, Boles, and Murnighan 2003, Rankin, Schwartz, and Young 2003) suggests that non-binding announcements may be useful for HQ. By making a budgetary announcement in the centralization setting, HQ may signal either the maximum cost she is willing to fund or the range of cost reports she is determined to verify by buying information. Signaling presupposes commitment by HQ to her announcement. We distinguish objective and subjective commitment (which is equivalent to Hirshleifer's distinction between pre-emptive and reactive commitment, see Hirshleifer 2001: 79-80) . If it arises from irreversible moves by one or both players, commitment is objective, which makes commitment exogenous to the subsequent relationship between the players. Examples are writing binding contracts or giving up options (by other means than a contract). In contrast, commitment is subjective if it can be neither enforced nor established by reputational effects (Frank 2001) . Subjective commitment results from motives within a person (Nesse 2000 , Hirshleifer 2001 , Frank 2001 . Two main reasons for HQ's subjective commitment evolving in our setting are reciprocity and its sources (e.g., Elster 1998 , Fehr and Gächter 2000 , Thaler 2000 , and the desire to behave consistently, i.e., to "keep the promise" made by the budget announcement (Cialdini 1993, ch. 3) . We interpret subjective commitment to be gradual and not dichotomous, i.e., only present or absent. In our setting, under centralization, HQ's commitment is purely subjective: HQ announces a budget, but always makes the last move in deciding about project realization. In contrast, under delegation, HQ's commitment is both objective and subjective: It is objective because the budget allocation to DM is irrevocable and thus the DM has the option to decide about project realization whenever the true cost does not exceed the budget. It is subjective because the DM also has the option to request a budget increase, and the initial budget allocation entails the threat to reject the request. There is prior evidence supporting the view that subjective commitment has an effect on HQ's behavior in a budget setting like ours. Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2003) considered three treatments. One of them, the non-binding announcement (NBA) treatment, is equivalent to our centralization treatment; another is a no announcement (NA) treatment without any opportunity for HQ to build up subjective commitment. Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2003) found that HQ-players (DMplayers) received higher (lower) payoffs in the NBA treatment, but that this was not accompanied by lower rejection rates in the NBA treatment. This means that, on average, HQ-players rejected lower budget-breaking cost reports from DM-players in the NBA treatment than in the NA treatment, which is exactly what subjective commitment would imply.
Given that a non-binding announcement provides some subjective commitment under centralization, we conjecture that, under delegation, the budget allocation provides a stronger form of subjective commitment. In this sense, we speak of delegation as a substitute for commitment, and that we inter-1 pret Holmström's idea we cited in the introduction. We have two reasons for our conjecture which are related to the sources of subjective commitment. First, the initial budget allocation to the DM represents a transfer of the decision right to the DM whenever the actual costs are below the budget. In these cases the DM has a riskless alternative: Realize the project and decide about an expenditure that does not exceed the budget. If, in contrast, the DM requests a budget increase, he returns the decision right to HQ and foregoes the riskless alternative. Thus, a budget-breaking request by the DM is likely to be perceived as a more "unkind" act than a budget-breaking cost report under centralization, which is likely to reinforce reciprocity as a source of subjective commitment. Second, objective commitment is likely to have a direct, reinforcing effect on subjective commitment: As HQ transfers capital and a conditional decision right to the DM, the budget provides stronger subjective commitment to "keep the promise" than a mere announcement of a budget limit under centralization. We expect two consequences from these different impacts of the institutional settings on subjective commitment: First, we expect increased subjective commitment to raise, ceteris paribus, HQ's willingness to reject budget requests under delegation. Second, we expect the DM-players to anticipate the first effect, and thus, we expect delegation to induce smaller expenditures or budget requests. Accordingly, we expect the DM's payoff to be smaller and the level of successful budget requests to be lower under delegation than under centralization. These are two countervailing effects on HQ's payoff, and consequently, the theoretical prediction is not unambiguous. However, prior experimental evidence in the same framework has shown that the DM's anticipation of non-monetary preferences can be strong enough to be beneficial to HQ (Hannan, Rankin, and Towry 2006, Arnold and Schreiber 2009 ). Thus we state:
H1b: When budgets are non-binding, expenditures or budget requests under delegation are smaller than cost reports under centralization, and delegation yields a smaller payoff to the DM and a larger payoff to HQ than centralization.
Binding budgets and honesty preferences
Next, we discuss the role of honesty preferences. In our experimental setting, when budgeting is centralized, the DM reports costs to HQ, and in order to create slack the DM has to lie and overstate the actual costs in the cost report. In contrast, in the delegation setting, the DM expends resources, which has no relation to lying or truth telling. As a consequence, we are able to analyze the role of preferences for honesty by comparing centralization and delegation. If present and sufficiently strong, such honesty preferences will reduce the cost report under centralization, whereas they will not affect the expenditure under delegation. Our discussion of the effects of honesty preferences under centralization follows Luft (1997) and the recent literature on honesty preferences in budgeting contexts (Evans, Hannan, Krishnan, and Moser 2001 , Hannan, Rankin, and Towry 2006 , Mittendorf 2006 , Salterio and Webb 2006 , Rankin, Schwartz, and Young 2008 . It applies to a large variety of models of honesty preferences. Suppose that the DM has a preference for own income, a preference for income distributions, and a preference for honesty. Further suppose that the preference for honesty is not dichotomous (i.e., for the DM there exist "big lies" and "small lies", not just lies), and that the DM's utility is a smooth function of the size of the lie. Then, he will trade off his financial preferences against his preferences for honesty. However, this trade-off will not be unaffected by strategic considerations, as these considerations might crowd out intrinsic motives such as honesty preferences (Buller and Burgoon 1996 , Gneezy 2005 , Rankin, Schwartz, and Young 2008 . In order to categorize the complexity of strategic considerations in our budgeting setting, we identify three factors: The first is the frequency and form of interaction. The second is authority: Interaction may have no strategic dimension if one of the interacting parties has no authority about the budget. The third is the sequence of actions. Of course, HQ's authority is what primarily counts when we study DM's honesty preferences. Thus, we expect interaction to be "more strategic" if HQ moves after DM and "less strategic" if DM moves after HQ. Using these three factors, we can rank different budgeting settings as follows: (1) (1) and (3), Rankin, Schwartz, and Young 2008 found a reduction in slack of about 25% due to honesty preferences in setting (1), but virtually no effect of honesty preferences on the DM's cost reports in setting (3). The authors concluded that strategic interaction between HQ and the DM crowds out the effect of honesty preferences on cost reports. As our centralization setting with a non-binding budget announcement ranks top with respect to the complexity of strategic interaction, we do not expect any incremental effects of honesty in the non-binding treatments. In contrast, our centralization setting with a binding budget ranks intermediate between (1) and (3), and we thus expect honesty preferences to be relevant in this setting, but not in the comparable delegation setting where the DM makes no report. The corresponding hypothesis is H2b.
H2b: When budgets are binding, cost reports under centralization will be lower than budget expenditures under delegation, the DM's payoff will be lower under centralization and HQ's payoff will be higher.
H1b and H2b together establish the research question of the experiment with respect to the moderating effect of commitment on the effects of delegation. When budgets are binding, delegation will lead to higher budget expenditures relative to cost reports under centralization, a higher payoff for the DM and a lower payoff for HQ. When budgets are non-binding, the inverse relationships hold. We now state this interaction effect that follows from H1b and H2b as a hypothesis:
H3: Commitment moderates the effects of delegation, i.e., the effects of delegation on cost reports, expenditures or budget requests and on HQ's and the DM's payoffs depend on the binding or nonbinding character of budgetary announcements.
Experimental Method
Experimental design and participants
We used a (2x2) factorial design (commitment yes/no u centralization/delegation) to test our hypotheses. Both factors were manipulated between subjects. The four resulting treatments are: centralization and binding budgets (CB), delegation and binding budgets (DB), centralization and nonbinding budgets (CNB), and delegation and nonbinding budgets (DNB). 160 students from the University of Göttingen participated in the experiment, 40 for every treatment. Two sessions were conducted for every treatment, and no subject participated in more than one session. Participants interacted through a computer network with full anonymity. Interaction was one-shot. 10 rounds were played. Each subject was assigned to one of two roles: A-players acted as headquarters; B-players acted as division managers. The representative roles in the budgeting game were used only once in the instructions (see Appendix). HQ and the DM were randomly re-matched after each round such that the DM never reported to the same HQ more than once, and this was common knowledge. Participants received a show-up fee of 5 EUR and collected points during the experiment. Each participant received an account with an initial balance of 100 points. The initial balance served as a minimum wage for the DM and guaranteed HQ not to have a negative income, even if she bought costly information (see below) and received a zero payoff from the project. At the end of the experiment, points were converted into EUR, where 50 points corresponded to 1 EUR. Participants earned between 7.00 and 22.86 EUR in sessions of 60 to 75 minutes. Compensations were paid out directly after the end of the sessions. Participants were recruited on campus, mostly in lectures with large audiences. The experiment was computerized and implemented with the software SOPHIE (Hendriks 2010) . When subjects arrived at the laboratory, they were randomly assigned to computer terminals and were separated by blinders to ensure anonymity. Before the experiment began, instructions (see Appendix) were displayed on the computer screens and were simultaneously read aloud to the participants. We included a set of control questions in the instructions in order to ensure that all participants understood the experimental procedures and the payoff functions. Correct answers to control questions were followed by positive feedback; wrong answers were followed by feedback repeating the relevant information given in the instructions. We chose an experimental approach to analyze our research questions as experiments allow disentangling the effects of different variables that are confounded in studies that are based on field data. In particular, as it is almost impossible to observe the degree of commitment inherent to capital budgeting rules and processes in firms we chose to manipulate this variable instead of trying to observe it. That way, by controlling all other potential variables, our experimental approach allows us to draw inferences with respect to the effects of delegation as an organizational design variable, the degree of commitment and their interaction on behavior in budgeting processes.
As we explained above, we chose a one-shot or "strangers" design for our experiment. This means that we used a rotation matching scheme (Kamecke 1997) for participants that ensured that a rational participant acted as if he played a separate game in each round of the experiment. We chose the oneshot setting mainly for two reasons: First, our hypotheses are based on the argument that delegation increases commitment to the budget. A one-shot design allows us to analyze this question by simultaneously holding constant all other sources of increased commitment. An alternative means in reality to increase commitment is reputation. Consequently, a repeated interaction design or "partners" treatment would make it more difficult to attribute the observed effects to its causes. Moreover, it is unclear why a repeated interaction per se should eliminate the effects of delegation on commitment. Second, a one-shot design is necessary if we want to compare our results to the results in Young (2003 and 2008) , as these studies also analyzed a strangers design.
The Budgeting Process
The revenue of the project was 200 points; the actual costs were drawn from a uniform distribution with support [0, 1, 2, ..., 199, 200] . The first-best solution implies that the project is realized with certainty. The ex-ante expected payoff to HQ would then be 100. Standard analysis leads to an optimal binding budgetary announcement (for both centralization and delegation) of 100, such that the project will be realized with 50% probability. The expected payoffs for this solution would be 50 for HQ and 25 for the DM. Standard analysis implies irrelevance of the non-binding budget, and the DM would report costs or request a budget, respectively, of 199 (as long as actual costs are below this value) such that HQ loses almost the whole expected project value to the DM. At the beginning of each round, the DM learned the actual cost. For all 10 rounds, 10 different values were randomly chosen as actual costs. The different values were assigned to player pairs such that actual costs were identical for all players. Then, HQ and the DM interacted. In the centralization treatments CB and CNB, HQ sent an announcement to the DM with respect to the maximum cost that she would accept and fund. Then, the DM made a cost report. The DM could not understate the actual cost, but he could overstate the cost up to the revenue. In case of a project approval, the DM received a budget equal to his cost report, and HQ's payoff equaled the revenue less the budget. When the budgetary announcement was binding, the project decision automatically followed from comparing the cost report to the announcement. In the delegation treatments DB and DNB, instead of announcing a budget limit, HQ allocated a budget to the DM such that the DM was given the right to decide about project realization as long as the actual cost did not exceed the allocated budget. If the budget covered the actual cost, the DM had to decide about the expenditure, which was reported to HQ. That is, the DM could return money to HQ. When the budget was nonbinding, the DM could also request a budget increase, which transferred the decision back to HQ. HQ could either approve the request and allocate the requested budget to the DM or deny funding. Under delegation and for both binding and nonbinding budgets, the DM always had the opportunity to reject project realization. At the end of the rounds, payoffs were realized and the round ended. In all treatments, HQ was given the chance to acquire information about the actual cost after the DM made his cost report (centralization) or decided about the expenditure or his budget request (delegation). The design of the information technology is similar to the design in Hannan, Rankin, and Towry (2006) . HQ could spend 10 points to buy a signal which reported a range for the actual cost. The support [0, 200] reported a wrong range. The monitoring technology was common knowledge, and the DM was informed about HQ's decision to buy the signal at the end of each round. Our setting has the structure of ultimatum bargaining under imperfect information with binding or non-binding announcements of the responder about rejection levels. To the best of our knowledge, the only study of ultimatum bargaining with imperfect information and non-binding announcements is Croson, Boles, and Murnighan (2003) . In particular, their result that announcements by responders in the ultimatum game affect the proposers' behaviors is closely related to the results in Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2003) and to our results.
Measures
In the following we will denote the project's actual costs by ACTUALCOST, which was balanced between treatments and subjects. In all treatments, HQ's budgetary announcement will be denoted by BUDGET, and we will use REPEXP to denote both the cost report HQ receives under centralization and the expenditure or budget request under delegation, respectively. If the project is realized, the DM's payoff equals SDM = REPEXP ACTUALCOST, whereas HQ's payoff is SHQ = 200 REPEXP. Thus, if the project is realized SDM corresponds to the slack. If the project is not realized, both payoffs are zero. HQ's payoff is further reduced by 10 if she acquires information. In the binding treatments, the DM's choice of REPEXP was arbitrary for all cases in which the project was not realized (particularly for all cases where the actual costs exceeded the binding budget). Thus, we exclude these observations from our analysis when comparing the CB and DB treatments with respect to REPEXP. To represent HQ's beliefs at the moment she makes her project decision, we define an additional variable, ESTSLACK. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the measures used in the analysis. 1 For the CB and the DB treatment, the means of SHQ and SDM refer to all ten rounds, whereas the means of REPEXP refer only to the rounds in which the project was realized. Table 1 further presents the corresponding T-tests (we cannot reject the respective measures to be normally distributed; all p-values t 0.24). For each test, the unit of observation is the mean value per participant over all rounds (e.g., Young 2003 and 2008) . All T-tests are one-sided. Table 1 shows that HQ-players set binding budgets well above 100 (121.14 for CB, 123.54 for DB), so that the project is realized in more than 50% of the cases, with 100 and 50% being the standardtheoretical predictions for BUDGET and the realization frequency, respectively. In the case of nonbinding budgets, budget announcements under centralization are somewhat higher than budget allocations under delegation. However, both in the binding and the non-binding case, the differences in BUDGET between centralization and delegation are statistically not significant. H1a and H1b refer to potential differences in REPEXP, SDM and SHQ in the non-binding case. In fact, while H1a predicts the equivalence of centralization and delegation, H1b states that delegation implies lower levels of REPEXP and SDM and a higher level of SHQ than centralization. Figure 1a displays the development of the mean REPEXP (left y-axis) and of SHQ (right y-axis) over time in the non-binding case. As can be seen, REPEXP is consistently lower and SHQ is consistently higher under delegation. The figure does not reveal any significant time or end-game effect. This evidence is consistent with H1b. The data and T-tests included in Table 1 . DM-players seem to anticipate a higher subjective commitment of the HQplayers to the allocated budget in the delegation case, and this turns out to be overall financially beneficial for HQ. In the supplementary analysis, we will provide further evidence with respect to the question of whether this was indeed the case. H2a and H2b refer to the case of binding budgets. Again, H2a states the equivalence of centralization and delegation whereas H2b states that honesty preferences will induce lower REPEXP and SDM and higher SHQ under centralization than under delegation. Figure 1b reveals that although REPEXP tends to be lower and SHQ tends to be higher under centralization, the differences are not as unambiguous as in the non-binding case. Again, the figure does not indicate any end-game effect. 
Results
Tests of hypotheses
This table displays means and standard deviations for all measures in all treatments (Panel 1), and T-tests (Panel 2). The treatments are centralization and binding budgets (CB), delegation and binding budgets (DB), centralization and non-binding budgets (CNB), and delegation and non-binding budgets (DNB).
All T-tests are one-sided. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. 41.98) for delegation than for centralization. These descriptive data are in line with the prediction of H2b. However, these differences are small in magnitude, and none of them are statistically significant at conventional levels. We thus cannot reject H2a and find no support for H2b. With respect to the role of honesty preferences, we conclude that even a weak form of strategic interaction, i.e., HQ's binding announcement, seems to be sufficient to crowd out honesty preferences of the DM. Thus, in addition to Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2008) , our results show that it is not necessary that HQ makes the final move in the "budget game" for honesty preferences to be crowded out by strategic considerations. Hypothesis H3 states that the effects of delegation on REPEXP, SDM and SHQ depend on the binding or non-binding nature of budgets as commitment serves as a moderator with respect to the effects of delegation. Although H2b could not be supported, the descriptive data in this case as well as the results of the T-tests on H1a and H1b are consistent with this hypothesis. Table 2 additionally presents the results of a direct test of H3 by analyses of variance (ANOVA) for the three measures. In the ANOVA, we do not control for ACTUALCOSTS as these are balanced between treatments and participants. In each of the three panels, the table displays the main effects of the treatment variables, here labeled as "nonbind" (nonbind = 0 denotes binding budgets) and "delegate" (delegate = 0 denotes centralization), and the interaction effect. H3 implies that we should not observe a main effect for delegation in the ANOVA, but an interaction effect between "delegate" and "nonbind".
For all variables, we used individual averages across rounds as the unit of observation. Thus, the number of observations used for every T-test is 20 for every treatment, one per participant. T-tests with respect to REPEXP for binding versus non-binding budgets are not available, as the DM's choice of REPEXP was arbitrary for all cases ACTUALCOST t BUDGET in the binding treatments. Variable definitions: BUDGET = headquarters' announced budget limit (CB, CNB) or allocated budget (DB, DNB); REPEXP = division manager's cost report (CB, CNB), expenditure or budget request (DB, DNB); ȺHQ = headquarters' payoff = project revenue (200) -cost report/budget expenditure if the project is realized and 0 else; ȺDM = division manager's payoff = cost report/budget expenditure -actual costs if the project is realized and 0 else.
BuR -Business Research
The ANOVA results are consistent with the prediction: The main effect of delegation on REPEXP, SHQ and SDM is not statistically significant, but we observe a statistically significant interaction effect in all three cases which supports the view of commitment as a moderating variable for the effects of delegation. Moreover, for all three measures, Table  2 shows a significant main effect of commitment which implies that commitment is still valuable for HQ. Fig. 2 illustrates the interaction effect for SHQ. 
This table reports between-subjects effects of ANOVAs for cost reports/budget expenditures (REPEXP), headquarters' payoff (ȺHQ) and the division managers' payoff (ȺDM). The factors are non-binding budgets (nonbind: 1/0) and delegation (delegate: 1/0). We use all four treatments in the ANOVAs. The average values per subject are used as dependent variables. Every ANOVA includes 4 (treatments) · 20 (headquarters or division managers) = 80 observations. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively (two-tailed tests). Variable definitions: REPEXP = division manager's cost report (CB, CNB), expenditure or budget request (DB, DNB); ȺHQ = headquarters' payoff = project revenue (200) -cost report/budget expenditure if the project is realized and 0 else; ȺDM = division manager's payoff = cost report/budget expenditure -actual costs if the project is realized and 0 else.
BuR -Business Research
Supplementary analysis
The results reported in the preceding section support the notion of delegation as a commitment device for HQ under non-binding conditions. The results rely on tests of the main measures REPEXP and the payoffs. In the following, we provide supplementary evidence with respect to the subjective commitment of HQ-players. Therefore, we analyze HQ-players' decisions to realize projects and to acquire information. In particular, we address three questions: (i) Did HQ-players reject more and lower budget requests under delegation than budgetbreaking cost reports under centralization? (ii) Which factors influenced HQ-players' project decisions? (iii) Which factors influenced HQ-players' decisions to acquire information? (i) We find that HQ-players' project acceptance rates for cases in which the DM-players broke the budget (REPEXP > BUDGET) are similar for both centralization (136 out of 157 cases, 86.6%) and delegation (131 out of 152, 86.1%). This means that HQ-players did not reject budget requests under delegation more frequently than budget-breaking cost reports under centralization. However, the mean levels of REPEXP in these cases differ: Under centralization, the mean cost report that was accepted by HQ is 155.99 whereas, under delegation, the mean budget request that was accepted is 148.72. This difference is highly statistically significant (T-test, one-sided, p = 0.006). Thus, under delegation, the budget request an HQ-player was willing to fund is significantly lower than under centralization. This implies that HQ-players indeed were more strongly committed to the budget they allocated to the DM-players at the beginning of the round, and this effect was anticipated by the DMplayers.
(ii) In order to further explore the determinants of HQ-players' project decisions, we conducted regression analyses. We used LOGIT regressions with individual fixed effects and standard errors clustered at HQ level in order to account for multiple observations within subjects. Panel 1 of Table 3 presents the results of the LOGIT regressions for the CNB and DNB treatments explaining the probability of project acceptance by HQ-players. In these regressions, we use REPEXP, PAYHIST HQ and ESTSLACK as explanatory variables. ESTSLACK represents HQ's expectations with respect to the maximum slack the DM could have created without breaking the budget. The higher ESTSLACK, the more likely HQ will perceive a budget request by the DM to be an unkind act. Consequently, if HQ's subjective commitment is higher under delegation than under centralization, we should observe a stronger reaction of HQ to this measure in the delegation setting than in the centralization setting. Indeed, the regressions show that in the delegation case, HQ's project decision does not only depend on the absolute level of REPEXP, but also on EST-SLACK. Thus, the more slack the DM could have realized by not breaking the budget, the less likely is HQ's project acceptance under delegation. In contrast, under centralization, ESTSLACK has no statistically significant influence, which means that HQ's decision only depends on the absolute level of REPEXP. These results provide further supportive evidence with respect to the conjecture that HQplayers exhibit higher subjective commitment to their budgets and that a budget-breaking behavior weighs more heavily in this case.
(iii) Panel 2 of Table 3 displays the results of the regression analyses we conducted for the HQplayers' information acquisition under centralization and delegation. As above, individual fixed effects are included in the regressions but not reported in the table. As independent variables, we use BUDGET and the difference REPEXPBUD-GET. Thus, the decision to acquire information is explained by the degree to which the DM's report exceeds the budget and by the budget itself. In particular, if the relation between information acquisi- tion and the budget is positive, this implies that the higher the initial budget, the more likely is information acquisition. This means that information acquisition would depend on the initial "generosity" of the budget, a relation that should be particularly relevant for delegation. As a control variable, we use the payoff history, PAYHIST HQ , to account for round, learning, and wealth effects. For a given round, PAYHIST HQ equals HQ's aggregate payoff up to this round. 
The treatments included into the regressions are centralization and non-binding budgets (CNB), and delegation and non-binding budgets (DNB). # denotes a case in which the number of observations is reduced due to decisions that are perfectly explained by the player dummies: Some players always realized projects (Panel 1) and some players never bought information (Panel 2).
***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively (two-tailed tests).
Variable definitions: BUDGET = headquarters' announced budget limit (CB, CNB) or allocated budget (DB, DNB); REPEXP = division manager's cost report (CB, CNB), expenditure or budget request (DB, DNB); PAYHISTHQ = aggregate payoff of headquarters up to the respective round; ESTSLACK = headquarters' estimation (using Bayes rule) with respect to the maximum amount of slack the division manager could have realized without breaking the budget.
Panel 2 of Table 3 shows that the difference REP-EXP BUDGET provides some explanation for information acquisition in both treatments: the higher this difference, the more likely is information acquisition. In contrast, while the coefficient of BUDGET is not in the predicted direction under centralization, it has the predicted sign under delegation and its magnitude is comparable to the effect of REPEXP BUDGET. Thus, under delegation, a more generous initial budget seems to increase the probability of information acquisition, although this effect is statistically not significant. Finally, we study the value of full commitment (i.e., of budgets being binding) in the delegation and the centralization case. Although theoretical considerations would predict a positive value of commitment for HQ in both cases, the effect should be larger under centralization than under delegation due to the interaction effect between delegation and commitment. The effect should also be nonzero under delegation which means that although delegation is a commitment device, it is not a perfect substitute for a binding budget. The descriptive data in Table 1 are consistent with this. Although SDM increases both under centralization and delegation when budgets are non-binding, the increase is larger under centralization (52.81 vs. 34.05) than under delegation (45.70 vs. 36.22). For SHQ, the difference between centralization and delegation is even more pronounced: Under centralization, SHQ decreases strongly (41.98 vs. 32.80, p = 0.0016, T-test) whereas under delegation, the corresponding decrease in SHQ is modest and insignificant (39.31 vs. 37.12, p = 0.2048, T-test). Thus, under delegation, HQ's financial loss from a loss in commitment to the budget is economically small and even statistically insignificant. This further supports our view of delegation indeed providing a partial substitute for budget commitment.
Conclusion
In this paper, we experimentally studied a capital budgeting process that is characterized by superior information for a division manager who has preferences for slack and by headquarters' trade-off between the benefits of slack reduction and the costs of inefficient investment decisions. The main focus of the experiment was on the interaction between the organizational design of the budgeting process (centralization versus delegation) and headquarters' ability to commit to a capital budget. In particular, we studied the moderating influence of headquarters' ability to commit to the budget on the effects of delegation. We hypothesized that delegation should be beneficial for headquarters when commitment is not possible but that the effects of delegation could be negative in a setting with commitment. We argued that the former positive effect of delegation would be due to delegation serving as a substitute for external or reputational commitment and that the latter negative effect could result from honesty preferences of the division managers acting in favor of a centralized setting. In our experiment, we find overall confirmatory evidence for our conjecture of commitment as a moderating variable for the effects of delegation. In particular, our findings imply that delegation increases subjective commitment of HQ in a setting without external commitment and that this increased commitment is anticipated by the division managers. Under delegation, participants in the role of headquarters are only willing to fund budget requests that are significantly smaller than the cost reports approved under centralization, and division managers' budget requests are in turn significantly smaller than the cost reports under centralization. Overall, the effect is beneficial for headquarters as headquarters' payoff increases. Moreover, in our experimental setting, delegation even makes the decrease in headquarters' payoff from a loss in commitment insignificant. In contrast, we find only weak evidence for honesty preferences in the setting with commitment. While the effects are in the predicted direction, they are not large enough to be statistically significant. This represents supplementary evidence to Rankin, Schwartz, and Young (2008) with respect to the role of honesty preferences in budgeting as it shows that even under reduced strategic interaction, honesty preferences do no longer seem to have any effect. Thus, with respect to budgeting practice, it seems to be rather unlikely that honesty preferences play a major role. Our results have implications for the design of budgeting processes. Delegation, or more precisely the allocation of a budget and the corresponding decision right to a division manager, is a behaviorally relevant organizational design alternative as it affects capital budgeting processes in different ways contingent on the degree of budgetary commitment. It is particularly relevant if headquarters cannot commit to the budget, i.e., if the division manager has the option to apply for a budget increase. This underlines the importance of considering deviations from standard individual rationality assumptions when designing budgeting systems. As a matter of fact, a generalization of our results is limited by our design. Although we modeled an organizational aspect of budgeting which seems to be relevant from a practical perspective, budgeting processes in practice are characterized by far-richer and more complex organizational features which are likely to interact. Furthermore, the design of a budgeting process may affect its outcomes also through other factors or individual preferences such as preferences for procedural fairness or for norm enforcement (see, e.g., Frey, Benz, and Stutzer 2004, Wentzel 2004.) . Our results were derived from a one-shot setting, where participants played separate games with new partners in every round of the experiment. Consequently, the results are unaffected by reputational motives. Reputation is an alternative source of commitment, and so a repeated design would provide evidence with respect to delegation and reputation being complements or substitutes. Although we think that this question is worth analyzing, the analysis itself is beyond the scope of this paper.
Our results encourage us to suggest further analysis of organizational aspects of budgeting, such as the allocation of decision rights, social distances implied by organizational design choices or communication channels to deepen our understanding of their behavioral effects on the involved agents.
In the following, we first present the complete instructions (translated from German) for the treatment with delegation and non-binding budgets (DNB). Subsequently, we present extracts from the instructions for all other treatments that refer to the core differences in the treatment designs.
A1 Instructions for the DNB treatment
Preliminary remarks
Welcome and thank you for participating in this experiment. The experiment is funded by the University of Göttingen. The purpose of the experiment is to analyze economic decision making. You have received a participant code to log in for this experiment. Please keep the participant code with you. You will need it to identify yourself when the money you have earned is paid out to you. The purpose of the participant code is to ensure full anonymity of the participants, both to each other and to the experimenters. Neither the experimenters nor other participants will be able to identify you by observing your decisions. For your participation in the experiment, you will receive 5 EUR. Any further remuneration that you will earn during the experiment -contingent on your decisions -will be paid out additionally to these 5 EUR.
During the experiment, your income will be measured in points where 50 points = 1 EUR.
All points that you earn during the experiment will be summed up at the end, converted into EUR and immediately paid out to you in cash.
Please note: -You may not speak during the experiment.
-Make your own decisions and do not converse with other participants. If you have a question during the experiment, please raise your hand. We will then answer it in private. At the end of the instructions, you will have the opportunity to ask questions if something is still unclear.
Participants and course of the experiment
In this experiment, there are two types of participants that will be called A-players and B-players in the following.
You are an A-player/a B-player.
During the whole experiment, you will make your decisions as an A-player/as a B-player.
The experiment consists of ten rounds. At the beginning of each round, the A-players will be randomly matched with B-players. There will be a new random rematching in each round. Your decisions will be anonymously transmitted to your partner of the corresponding round via the computer network. No other participant will ever learn your name or your participant code during or after the experiment, i.e., your decisions will remain completely anonymous. The potential cost values will only be integers between 0 and 200. The actual costs that are randomly determined for a pair of A-and B-players are known only to the Bplayer. The A-player is not informed about the outcome of the drawing. Every round of the experiment consists of four steps.
Step 1:
In the first step, the computer randomly determines the actual costs of the round as explained above. The B-player is informed about these costs. In the first step, the A-player determines a cost budget which is allocated to the B-player. The cost budget has to be an integer between 0 and 200 points. The A-player determines the cost budget without knowing the actual costs.
Step 2:
In the second step, the B-player is informed about the cost budget. The B-player now has two possibilities: He can directly decide about the realization of the project or he can request a budget increase. Option (1): The B-player decides about the realization of the project. The B-player can either reject the project -in this case, both players will receive zero points from the project -or decide to realize it if the actual costs do not exceed the cost budget determined by the A-player. In this case, the B-player has to specify how much of the budget he will expend. The expended costs cannot be smaller than the actual costs and cannot be larger than the allocated cost budget. Option (2): The B-player requests a budget increase. If the B-player wants to realize the project, but also wants to expend costs that exceed the cost budget determined by the A-player, the B-player can request a budget increase from the A-player. To do this, the B-player reports to the A-player the cost amount which he wants to expend for the project instead of the cost budget. This amount may not exceed 200 points. If the B-player requests a budget increase he no longer decides about the realization of the project. The decision about the project realization will then be made by the A-player.
Step 3:
In the third step, the A-player will be informed about the B-player's decision: He learns whether the B-player decided himself or requests a budget increase. If the B-player decided himself the A-player is informed about this decision. In case the B-player realized the project, the A-player also learns how much of the budget (i.e., which cost amount) the Bplayer expended.
If the B-player requests a budget increase, the Aplayer is informed about the cost amount the Bplayer would like to expend. In both cases, i.e., independent of whether he decides about the project realization or whether the Bplayer has already decided, the A-player can acquire information. 
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The actual costs are 80. With a probability of 70%, the A-player will receive the information "The actual costs are within the range [76 to 100]." In contrast, with a probability of 30%, the information will indicate one of the other ranges.
Step 4: In the fourth step, the A-player receives the information if he has acquired it in the third step. If the B-player has decided about the realization of the project himself, the round ends. In contrast, if the B-player has requested a budget increase, the A-player will now decide whether the project will be realized or not. The A-player has only two options: Either he decides to realize the project and to allocate a cost budget equal to the requested amount to the B-player, or he decides to reject the project. The A-player cannot realize the project without allocating the full amount of the requested budget to the B-player.
Remunerations of the A-and B-player:
Every A-player and every B-player will have a points account during the experiment. At the beginning of the experiment, the account balance will be 100 points. The balance increases or decreases according to the points that every player will receive in the course of the experiment. In every round, the account balance changes as follows:
Case 1: The project is not realized. If the project is not realized, both the A-player and the B-player will receive zero points from the project. If the A-player acquires the information, the information costs will be charged, and the account balance decreases by 10 points.
Case 2: The B-player does not request a budget increase and realizes the project. If the B-player does not request a budget increase and realizes the project, he receives the expended costs less the actual project costs. Thus, for the points of the B-player, it follows:
B-player points = expended costs -actual costs
The A-player, as the project owner, receives the net revenue, i.e., the project revenue (200 points) less the expended costs. If the A-player acquires the information, the information costs will be charged (10 points). Thus, for the points of the A-player in a given round, it follows:
A-player points = 200 -expended costs -10 (in case the information is acquired) Case 3: The B-player requests a budget increase and the A-player realizes the project.
If the B-player requests a budget increase and the A-player decides to realize the project, the Bplayer receives the cost amount requested and approved by the A-player less the actual costs. Thus, for the points of the B-player, it follows:
B-player points = approved costs -actual costs
The A-player, as the project owner, receives the net revenue. The net revenue corresponds to the project revenue (200 points) less the costs approved. If the A-player acquires the information, the information costs will be charged (10 points). Thus, for the points of the A-player in a given round, it follows:
A-player points = 200 -approved costs -10 (in case the information is acquired)
Summary
You will earn 5 EUR from the experiment plus your collected points that will be converted into Euro as follows: 50 points = 1 EUR. The initial balance of your account is 100 points. In the experiment, there are A-players and Bplayers. You are an A-player/a B-player. You will make decisions in ten rounds. In every round, A-and B-players are randomly matched. You will remain anonymous. The B-player can realize a project on behalf of the A-player. The project yields revenue of 200 points. The project costs are between 0 and 200 points. The actual costs are randomly drawn by the computer and are only known to the B-player. The A-player is not informed about the outcome of the drawing. Every round consists of four steps.
Step 1: The B-player learns the costs; the A-player determines a cost budget.
Step 2: The B-player decides about the project or requests a budget increase.
Step 3: The A-player can acquire information.
Step 4: If the B-player has requested a budget increase, the A-player decides about the project. The round ends. If the B-player requests a budget increase, the Aplayer decides about the project but cannot change the budget. Either he rejects the project or he realizes the project and approves the requested cost budget. If the B-player decides about the project and realizes it, he has to specify how much of the cost budget he would like to expend. 
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The information indicates a range that contains the actual project costs. It is only correct with a probability of 70%. If the project is not realized, the A-player and the B-player will receive zero points from the project. If the B-player does not request a budget increase and realizes the project, he receives the difference between the expended costs and the actual costs. The A-player receives the revenue less the expended costs. If the Bplayer requests a budget increase and the A-player realizes the project, the B-player receives the requested cost budget less the actual costs. The Aplayer receives the revenue less the requested cost budget. The A-player's points from the project decrease by 10 if he acquires the information. Step 1: In the first step, the computer randomly determines the actual costs of the round as explained above. The B-player is informed about these costs. In the first step, the A-player sets a cost limit which is communicated to the B-player. The cost limit has to be an integer between 0 and 200 points. The Aplayer determines the cost limit without knowing the actual costs. By setting the cost limit, limit the A-player communicates to the B-player the maximum cost he is willing to fund. If the B-player's cost report exceeds the cost limit, the A-player intends to deny funding. If the cost report is lower than or equal to the cost limit, the A-player intends to approve the budget and to realize the project. However, the A-player is not bound to the cost limit. This will be explained in more detail below.
Step 2: In the second step, the B-player is informed about the cost limit set by the A-player. The B-player now makes his cost report to the A-player. The cost report has to be an integer. It must not exceed 200 points, and it must not be lower than the actual costs. There are no further restrictions with respect to the cost report. The computer system will check the restrictions and will only pass cost reports that fulfill the requirements.
Step 3: In the third step, the A-player will be informed about the B-player's cost report. Next, and before deciding about project realization, the A-player can acquire information. [...] Step 4: In the fourth step, the A-player receives the information if he has acquired it in the third step. The A-player will now decide whether the project will be realized or not. The A-player only has two options: Either he decides to realize the project and to allocate a cost budget equal to the cost report to the B-player, or he decides to reject the project. The A-player cannot realize the project without allocating the full amount of the reported costs to the Bplayer. Please note: When deciding about project realization, the A-player is not bound to the announced budget limit. That means that the A-player's decision about project realization, given the B-player's cost report, is free and independent of the cost limit announced before.
Remunerations of the A-and B-player:
[...] In every round, the account balance changes as follows:
Case 1: The project is not realized. If the project is not realized, both the A-player and the B-player will receive zero points from the project. If the A-player acquires the information, the information costs will be charged, and the account balance decreases by 10 points. Case 2: The project is realized. If the A-player decides to realize the project, the B-player receives an amount equal to his cost report less the actual costs. Thus, for the points of the B-player, it follows: B-player points = reported costs -actual costs The A-player, as the project owner, receives the net revenue. The net revenue equals the project revenue (200 points) less the costs reported. If the A-player acquires the information, the information costs will be charged (10 points). Thus, for the points of the A-player in a given round, it follows: A-player points = 200 -reported costs -10 (in case the information is acquired) Every round consists of four steps:
Step 1: The B-player learns the costs; the A-player determines a cost limit.
Step 2: The B-player makes a cost report to the Aplayer.
Step 4: The A-player decides about the project. The round ends. After receiving the cost report, the A-player decides about the project but cannot change the budget. Either he rejects the project or he realizes the project and approves the reported costs.
The information indicates a range that contains the actual project costs. It is only correct with a probability of 70%. If the project is not realized, the A-player and the B-player will receive zero points from the project. If the project is realized, the B-player receives the costs reported less the actual costs. The A-player receives the revenue less the reported costs. Step 1: [...] In the first step, the A-player determines a cost budget which is allocated to the B-player. The cost budget is binding: The A-player cannot change it at a later step of the round. The cost budget has to be an integer between 0 and 200 points. The A-player determines the cost budget without knowing the actual costs.
Step 2: In the second step, the B-player is informed about the cost budget. The B-player now has to make his decisions: First, he has to decide whether he wants to realize the project with the budget allocated to him or not. He can only realize the project if the budget covers the actual cost. A request for a budget increase is not possible. If the B-player cannot realize the project, or if the B-player decides to reject realization, both players will receive zero points from the project.
Second, if the budget covers the actual costs and if the B-player wants to realize the project, he has to specify how much of the budget he will expend. The expended costs cannot be smaller than the actual costs and cannot be larger than the allocated cost budget. [...] 
A4 Instructions for the CB treatment:
Modifications to CNB instructions [...] Setting [...] By setting the cost limit, limit the A-player communicates to the B-player the maximum cost he will fund. The cost limit is binding. This means that the A-player's decision follows automatically from the B-player's cost report: If the B-player's cost report exceeds the cost limit, funding is denied. If the cost report is lower than or equal to the cost limit, the project will be realized. [...] 
